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The composition of empty weight gains in growing cattle is known to be affected by
many factors including breed, sex, liveweight, maturity, rate of gain ; and less certainly,
nature of the diet, particularly with regard to type and level of protein supplementation.
Nevertheless, when predicting the rate of liveweight gain from a particular diet consumed
by a defined animal, some type of function is required to describe the observed changes
in body composition in relation to plane of nutrition.

Table 6.22 of the ARC Technical Review No. 2 Ruminants, 1965 contains a family of
equations relating energy retention (Eg) to energy value (EVg) of liveweight gains. After conversion
to empty body gains the equations can be represented accurately by one equation :

where EBW is empty body weight, kg.
Another approach is given by the NRC (1976) which gives:

where W is liveweight, kg.

Dividing through by gain (G) to obtain the energy value of gains and converting to joules,
these become :

Both these approaches only consider the energy retained as the factor determining the

energy value of gains with a different relationship for heifers and steers in the NRC proposals
and ignore the effect of amounts of protein available for gain upon the composition of the
gain laid down. It seems evident that protein is the first limiting factor and that excess

retained energy will be stored as fat.
If the assumption is made that the amount of protein laid down as gain can be predicted

from dietary protein intake, by some such procedure as already exists for energy intake
and energy stored, then the following statements are self evident :

Let P9 be protein gain, kg/d
and E9 be total energy stored, MJ /d 
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In order to predict liveweight gain, information is needed on how much water will
be associated with the amounts of protein and fat formed. From a consideration of the tabu-
lated ranges of empty body composition (ARC, 1980) it was evident that fat and water are
inversely and highly correlated, contrary to the usual argument that protein and water are

in nearly constant ratio :

This relationship can be expanded to cover any rate of empty body gain (EBG) if the amount of fat
formed per day is known (F9) as follows:

Substituting for F9 in terms of energy and protein stored per day we have
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This equation is subject to the constraint that E9 > 23.6 Pg but also to the fact that minimum
amounts of fat are laid down with protein depending upon breed age, sex etc.

It follows that the energy value of EB gains will be given by:
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Values for EV, from equation (6) are given in Table 1, and predicted empty body gains, EBG,
from equation (5) in Table 2. Values in Table 1 are limited to those known to have been recorded,
but the sensitivity of energy value of gains to changes in amounts of protein deposited per day is
notable.

The effect of sex or hormone treatment has been estimated to be +_ 15 per cent of
the values for steers i.e. heifers energy values will be + 15 per cent and bulls - 15 per cent
of the values in Table 1. By inspection it can be seen that this effect only requires a change
in protein deposition of ± 30 g/d for the change steer to bull or steer to heifer at weight
gains of the order of 1 kg/d. This underlines the sensitivity of weight gains and feed
conversion efficiency of the amount of protein deposited per day in the growing animal.

In addition, inspection of Table 2 shows the insensitivity of weight gains to change
in energy retention if protein gain remains constant, or changes relatively little as appears
to be the case with some continental breeds with a high capacity for protein deposition. It
follows logically from the relationship derived as equation (4) above, suggesting almost
equal weight for weight replacement of fat by water.

Whilst this approach does not solve the problem of predicting energy value of empty
body gain, it does suggest that attention must be focused on the amounts of protein deposited
per day and the need to quantify breed, age and dietary effects. The effects of sex and
energy retention are secondary to these main determinants.
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